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Below are the complete reviews, written by the Lovereading4kids 
members. 

 
Huxley Glen, age 6  

This was a very well written book 

which was very funny and had lots 

of funny characters. 

This was a very funny book which I 

enjoyed reading very much. I laughed 

all the way through reading this. The 

characters were very funny and 

believable. I would like to read more 

books in this series. 

 

Rachel George, age 10  

Silly, mysterious - I couldn't put it 

down. 

I really enjoyed this book because it was 

silly and mysterious. I liked the fact that 

it led you away from the actual culprit 

of the crime. My favorite character was Shelby, a nine year old with 

observational sills so good that from the slightest thing she can tell who you are, 

where you come from and any other information about you. The book was set in 

America; New York and many of the words were American slang that I didn't 

know the meaning of. It was in the first person of John Watson who has just 

moved to New York and becomes friends with Shelby. I couldn't put it down. 

   

 



 

Bella, age 9  

This book is fun to read and the characters are great.    

This story is about a boy called John Watson, who moves in to an apartment in 

Baker Street New York.  It's not long before he meets Shelby Holmes - a strange 

but clever girl and gets caught up in a mystery that needs solving. 

I like this book very much but Shelby is very odd although she's a very good 

detective and can work out so much by looking at someone.  John is nicer, he is 

friendly and gets one with everyone.   

The most annoying thing about this book is that Shelby is so bossy about Johns 

Diabetes - my brother has type 1 diabetes and he is allowed treats the same as 

me ( he just has to have more insulin) but Shelby says he can't have any and he 

has to have an apple.  I don't like that children might not understand diabetes 

properly but I like that it's in a book. 

My mum says that ‘The great Shelby Holmes’ is based on an old story based in 

London and I have been to the real Bakers Street when I went to London Zoo. 

 

Toby Little, age 9  

I liked this book because it shows how two people can be friends even 

if they are very different.  

John Watson is eleven years old, and he is moving to New York when his Mum 

finishes working for a job for the military. On the day he moves in, he meets a 

super-smart girl called Shelby Holmes. She is only seven, but she is so smart 

that she finds out things grown-ups can’t. John likes writing stories, because he 

thinks his real life is too boring to write about. But now that he has met Shelby, 

his life is getting very interesting. 

I liked this book because it shows how two people can be friends even if they are 

very different. Shelby is super-clever, but sometimes she says things that hurt 

other people, because she doesn’t know that what she says is hurting people. So 

it’s good for her that John moved in. And together they are a brilliant team, 

especially when Daisy the Dog gets stolen, and they have to find her. I really like 

that the book has a clever girl as a detective, but I think John must be super 

patient. It says that there’s another book coming out soon, and I can’t wait to 

read it! 

You can follow Toby on Twitter:@tobyiswriting  

 



 

Ellen, age 7  

I couldn't get in to this book at first, but when I did I loved it. One reason is: I 

really, really liked the pictures [by Matt Robertson]. 

When a boy moves in [called John Watson] Shelby is taken by 

surprise because of his detective type of brain! 

When a winning dog is stolen she and Watson are caught in a case. 

Can they solve it? 

  

Isabella Glover, age 9  

A bit slow to start with but a good funny book. At the start this book is a bit 

boring because nothing really happens, but later on it gets better. At points it’s a 

bit funny but overall it’s a good book.  

  

Robyn Chorley, age 8  

A fun story but a bit too confusing. 

Robyn really enjoyed this book to begin with but she did struggle after a while- 

she kept getting confused with working out who was speaking or narrating.  

 

Charlie Dunn, age 9  

I hope this is the start of a series because you can't help but like the 

characters and smile at the things they say and do. If you have heard of 

the TV series Sherlock or the classic novels by Conan Doyle then this is a 

younger version for you.  

Shelby Holmes is a sassy, ultra-smart school girl living in New York, used to 

solving crimes alone. John Watson moves in next door. His Dad is no longer 

around and his Mum (or Mom as they say) has come back from serving in 

Afghanistan so moving to NY is their new start. Whilst they might not be the 

obvious choice of friends, Shelby and Watson are brought together by news of a 

missing dog and their determination to find out what has happened to it. 

The case itself is not too difficult to solve but there is some amazing 

observational deduction by Shelby. Watson is also really likeable but for very 

different reasons.  

So it’s a detective puzzle, a story of friendship (valuing other people even when 



 

they are very different to you), and a lot of fun to be transported into the sunny 

streets of New York with two great characters. 

 

Kate Buckley, age 10 - Burford School  

I thoroughly enjoyed this book and recommended to ages 8 plus. It is 

very humorous and you always want to read on.  

Calling all detectives! This book is about John as he meets the peculiar Shelby 

Holmes, 9 year old detective! Shelby faces her biggest case yet, a dognap of the 

famous Daisy. Before an important doe show, can Shelby crack the case against 

a senior detective? 

I thoroughly enjoyed this book and recommended to ages 8 plus. It is very 

humorous and you always want to read on. 

 

 


